
Watch 
Birdie

Spieth was simply 
spectacular on 
the greens last 

year, topping 
multiple putting 

stats. Use his 
moves—like his 
quirky habit of 

looking at the cup 
on some strokes—
to hole more rolls.

By David DeNunzio

In an award-winning 2005 story in 
GOLF, we showed that looking at 

the hole when striking the ball can 
improve distance control. You might 

say we opened some eyes—maybe even 
those of a 12-year-old Jordan Spieth, 

who often watches the cup on short 
putts. Now, a decade after our initial 

study, brand-new research reveals how 
to use this stroke-saving method to get 

Jordan-like dominance on the greens.

:: P U T T I N G  S E C R E T S ::

THE EYES HAVE IT 
Spieth often watches 
the hole on shorter 
putts. Take our test  
to see if this method 
will work for you.  

  player
           of the  yearJordan Spieth
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Eyeing the hole while putting 
is nothing new. Bobby Locke, 
arguably the greatest putter in 
history, dabbled in it. So did  
Hall of Famer Johnny Miller 
during his battle with the yips 
in the late 1970s and early ’80s. 
Ray Floyd, Jim Thorpe and Louis 
Oosthuizen have been caught 
looking at the hole, but not to 
the extent that Spieth does it. 

Oddly, Spieth only focuses 
on the hole on shorter putts, not 
on 20-footers, where his make 
percentage is miles above the 
PGA Tour average. It makes you 
wonder: If he looked at the hole 
from that longer distance, could 
he be even more dominant on 
the greens? Our curiosity got 
the better of us, so we 
decided to test 
20-footers. Top 
100 Teacher 
Jon Tattersall 
and his 

associates at Fusion ATL in 
Atlanta asked 19 weekend 
players to roll three different 
20-foot putts while looking at the 
hole. After charting the results, 
the subjects rolled three more 
20-footers while looking at the 
ball. As was the case in our 2005 
study, looking at the hole—what 
Christina calls “instinct putting”—
won the day. Our testers  
rolled putts about a foot 
closer when they looked at 
the hole, compared with when 
they used the conventional 
technique (graph, lower right). 
A foot may not sound like much, 
but think about it: With $20— 
and bragging rights—riding  
on it, would you rather have 
a four-footer or a five-footer? 
“What’s more,” Tattersall says, 
“very few of the ‘instinct’ putts 
came up short.” This is critical, 
especially if you three-putt a lot. 
Looking at the hole helps you tap 
into your natural instinct, which  
gives you a better chance  

to get the ball all the  
way to the hole. 

Adds Christina, 
“As they say, 
‘Never up, 
never in.’ ”

GOOD READ
Our 2005 story on looking  
at the hole while putting  
won critical acclaim.

S
pieth’s penchant for (sometimes) watching the hole while making 
his stroke first made headlines on Thursday at the 2014 Masters. 
The steely-eyed Texan stared down a number of short ones—
and kept staring when making his stroke—en route to a 71. The 
media was shocked. Not us. Ten years ago, we commissioned a 
study by Bob Christina, dean emeritus of the School of Health 
and Human Sciences at UNC-Greensboro, and Top 100 Teacher 

Eric Alpenfels of the Pinehurst Golf Academy. Our two experts proved that 
looking at the hole when making a stroke can be very effective. Test subjects 
who watched the hole rolled long putts (28 to 43 feet) 24 percent closer than 
volunteers who putted conventionally. The method also worked on three-  
to eight-foot putts, the data showed. Our October 2005 feature won  
GOLF a National Magazine Award. We’re proud to be the only golf 
publication ever to receive magazine publishing’s most coveted honor.

TAKE THE TEST
Find a short (under 10 feet) putt on the practice green. 
Putt two balls; look at the hole on the first putt (or at 
your aim point, if the putt breaks), and look at the ball 
on the second one. Do likewise for a medium-length 
(10 to 20 feet) and a long (over 20 feet) putt. Repeat 
six times from different distances within each range 
(short, medium and long) for a total of 18 attempts, 
keeping track of which ball—look or no-look—ends up 
closer to the hole each time. The second ball should 
win or tie most of the holes, since you’re using your 
regular technique and you can “go to school” on the 
first putt. But if your first ball wins, there’s reason to 
question your current stroke—and looking at the hole 
when you play may be the right move for you.

A New Look at 
LOOKING  
AT THE HOLE

The study
in action.
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LOOKING AT THE BALL

20 FEET

LOOKING AT THE HOLE
4' TO 
HOLE20% closer!

5' TO 
HOLE

SHOULD YOU LOOK?
Unless your last name is Faxon or Crenshaw, it’s 
worth trying. Almost every stroke needs help. 
Christina recommends at least practicing your 
putting while looking at the hole. That’s because... 
 

Should you look at the hole when you’re on the 
course? It’s worth a one-round experiment, at  
least. For advance tips and help with technique,  
read Instinct Putting, by Alpenfels and Christina.  
In the meantime, put your stroke to the test on the 
practice green. “The stats speak for themselves,  
but you have to prove it to yourself,” Christina says.

A separate study showed that 
looking at the hole in practice 
improved overall putting 
performance when  
looking at the ball by 27%


